Members present:
Gina Kramer
Ki Straughn
Mary Cartagena
Amber Daniels
Ben Chapman
Rich Linton

We met for 1hr via phone on October 31, 2018. During the meeting Co-chairs Ben Chapman and Rich Linton reviewed the charge for the committee, and then shared feedback and results related to surveys sent to both the program committee members and members of the CFP executive. Committee members discussed results and created the below draft agenda for the education program:

Keynote address:
Don Schaffner, Rutgers
Topic: How to assess food safety risks associated with new foods and new food technologies

Morning session: New foods
Breakout for each of the following topics organized in a round robin format:

- Edible cannabis
- 3-D Printed foods
- Lab-grown meats
- Edible food waste/Chef leftovers

Afternoon session: New food techniques/technologies
Breakout for each of the following topics organized in a round robin format:

- Robotics/VR training
- Rapid pathogen testing
- Social media epidemiology: Iwaspoisoned.com, Yelp, Twitter
- Amazon using technology and algorithms for safety and quality

Other ideas shared by Amber after the October 31, 2018 conference call

- Edible insects- sourcing; regulations (Stumped the Feds at FDA SE conference in Oct.)
- Liquid nitrogen used as food additive- dragons breath, mixed drinks
- Charcoal ice cream
- Herb infused chocolates-